SCHOOL OF SIX SIGMA
SIX SIGMA TRAINING

SOLUTIONS MADE EASY

Our Mission.
Our mission is to use online Lean & Six Sigma training to empower individuals and organizations around the world to improve.

Our Approach
From increasing production, to reducing waste, to streamlining processes, there’s always room for improvement. Whatever
success means to you, we’ll help you get there by teaching you how to effectively and efficiently identify, understand, and solve
problems. Whether you’re a local business or a multinational corporation, our goal is to make continuous improvement a key
part of your company culture.

Why Gemba Academy?
Affordable.
Our subscription is $1,995 per year. Our site-based model means that everyone at a particular geographic location gets
access, with no added cost per person. Have several sites? We’ll work with you to establish a fair pricing model. We regularly
add new content that existing subscribers can access at no additional cost, creating a dynamic learning experience.

Adaptable.
There are several ways to tailor your School of Six Sigma subscription to fit the specific needs of your organization.
Our optional Learning System takes training to the next level by incorporating tracking, reporting, custom learning
paths, discussion forums, and more. We can even integrate our content into your existing Learning Management
System for a truly seamless training experience.

Accessible.
Our videos feature expert practitioners and are designed to maximize learning efficiency, ranging between 5-15
minutes in length. Short interactive quizzes reinforce learning and Excel templates allow for the immediate
application of new principles. Subtitles are also available for non-English speakers.

What’s Included?
200+ HD videos on topics like Project Selection, Measurement System Analysis, and more
40+ quizzes to gauge comprehension
230+ downloads, including worksheet templates and calculators
Discounted pricing on Minitab and SigmaXL licenses
Our exciting Gemba Live! series, featuring on-site tours, interviews, and webinars

Visit us online at www.gembaacademy.com for more details!

gembaacademy.com
+1-888-439-8880

Gemba Academy is trusted by over 2,000 companies around
the globe for their Lean and Six Sigma training needs. Contact
us to get started!

